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Lecture 5: Cultural Branding  
I) Branding is your best strategic resource 

- Branding continuously adds value à increases brand equity 
- Products can be copied but brand’s embedded myth cannot - Holt 
- Generates loyalty – emotional investment is important to long term objectives 
- Branding competes for mind share of consumers’ mind - mental real estate 

 
II) Cultural branding (2 questions 
How is it different to regular techniques? 
- Brand is advertised to tell stories or myths which consumers can live out by buying the 

product à build & maintain association 
What does it offer? What is the purpose of myths? 
- Associated with communities that are experiencing tension & desire; demonstrate 

possible solutions/ display of resonance/ source of comfort 
- Mindshare brands have been positioned effectively (BMW) 
- Needs to be clever and culturally contextual to be absorbed into the market at a lower 

cost = Break through campaign 
III) 2 core ideas: 
(1) Offers identity value  
- Help construct our identity (Belk, 1988) 
(2) Cultural Icons exist – James Deen, Apple, Harvard 
- Representative symbols 
- Identity myth stories 
- Anchored of meaning 
- Collectively shared – cultural meanings 
 
IV) 3 Cultural branding moves  
Move 1 – From instrumental persuasion to mythmaking 
- No longer hammer away at creating the benefits, create stories that people can experience 
- Corona is no longer just a beverage, but a storied product drank with identity myth 
 
Move 1 – From abstract associations to cultural expressions 
- Don’t own associations, you don’t have a brand essence, find your historical and 
contextualized identity 
Critique: this won’t work on generic basic products (hard to sell) 
 
Move 1 – From consistency to cultural fit 
- Be a cultural parasite and change with the time, do not try and lodge yourself as a 
consistent part of history 
 
V) Conventional Cultural Branding Model – Cultural Branding Reading (Holt, 2004) 

Mindshare 
-Is the brand essence/ DNA 
-Abstract association, 
consistency is expressed 
-Based on functionality 
i.e. Toothpaste 

Emotional 
-Brand personality 
-Interact & build 
relationship 
i.e. service industries 

Viral 
-Stealth marketing 
-Infections, buzz, 
contagious 
-Brands circulates the 
virus 

- These all build awareness, brand recognition, memory recall and preference 
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VI) Myth Markets 
- Great brands perform useful cultural myths -> gives brand power 
- Storytelling is preferred over dull presentation, it enables recall and involves/ motivate 

audience 
- Great brands do more than simply mindshare, they link brand values to sooth tension of 

current issues i.e. recession, individualization, environment  
- Touch points: a message that touches a consumer in some way; creation of the consumer 

experience -> ads, packaging, responses 
Australian mythological trope 
- Mate-hood, manliness (i.e. beers portray the story market) 
American mythological trope 
- Liberty, freedom, isolationism, land, opportunity, patriotism, masculinity  
 
i.e. Budweiser – Anchored American myth & resonate the people – 1st Axiom 
1980s ‘this bud’s for you’ – People were still suffering the effects of Vietnam War; this 
campaign saluted the American worker, emphasized on masculinity patriotism. This came 
out when morale was at its lowest, it is successful because it hits the right cord at the right 
moment 
1990 Frogs n’ Lizards – New myth in respond to the unrecovered industries 
2000 Whatzzup Ad – Tap into a group who displayed significant belongingness 
i.e. Coke 
1940 – celebrated American triumph against Nazi Germany 
1970 – Moved to heal Vietnam War 
1990 – attends to racial division 
Spring break trips to Mexico, became cool in USA -> 1990 sales dropped 
Moved from party drink to the utopian beach drink 
 
HOLT’s theories: 

- Iconic brands change their messages according to the cultural environment they 
operate in – to survive in the market and keep satisfying consumers’ changing needs 
(contrary to traditional mind share brand techniques) 

- Consumers can experience the identity myth anchored in the products 
- Brand image = perceived meaning and cultural mythologies 
- Brands succeed when they tell resonant stories that consumers can use to ease 

threats to their identities/ solve a problem 
- Brands are created & co-created by multiple intermediaries 

 
Critique of Holt’s theory:  
- There are cultural icons that have never used myth (i.e. Apple, Nike), even if so, these 
myths aren’t resonating/ anchored 
- Extremely difficult to practice 
- Bauman (2000) ‘liquid modernity’ proposes national myths no longer exist 
- Holt only uses historical examples; history filters out already, harder to find mythology 
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Lecture 6: Tribal marketing 
READING 9: Consumer Tribes – Canniford (2010) 

- Understand the importance of community to entrepreneurs 
- Understand the different kinds of consumption community 
- Be aware of methods to enable, manage, benefit from community 
- Populist world = communities that live the myth (Harley Davidson) 

 
I) Importance of community  
- Communities add strength to cultural brands, often associated with cultural & social 
capital 
- Grew cynicism, crowded market, flat growth, united brand tribe is the effective tribe 
- Know your community and cater them, differentiate campaign to cater different communities 
- Consumers are becoming more knowledgeable; marketing is becoming more complex 
difficult and costly - community is a faster and cheaper viral network 
Importance of brand tribe 

- Segmentation allows community catering 
- Make it easy to market scan 
- Marketing is costly, fostering a community allows inter-person word of mouth 

communication (viral, cheap, credible) 
 
II) Consumption Communities (3 types) 

- Vital element of the marketing environment - they circulate meaning with charisma 
and determine the success/failure of marketing 

- Form communities via linking value, cultural and social capital 
- Improves meaning and brand equity, increases visibility 
- Establish moral loyalty 
- Increase efficiency of industry competition 

i.e. Billabong -> surfers  
- Community charisma and attractiveness -> leadership solution! 
- Products are easily replicated but BB bonded with its community, with the means of 
freedom, coolness, fitness, and nature love 
1) Subcultures of Consumption  
Shared commitment to a particular product class brand or consumption activity 

- New world that doesn’t subscribe to the real world (i.e. Gothic, Hipster) 
- Enduring social structures -> last over decades, LT commitment 
- Strong interpersonal bonds & shared morals 
- Ritualized modes of expression – produce consistency 
- Rebellious, avoid other social affiliation, tricky, unpredictable, alienation 
- Act as consumption representative of particular brands/products 
- Difficult to market into subcultures, unless you partner with the existed brands 
- Hip Hop, Harley-Davidson turns sub cultural into mass market = profit 

3 Characteristics of Subcultures 
Ø Clear structure within these groups 

- Hierarchy that governs social interactions 
- Hierarchy reflects each individual’s commitment to the ethos of the group 

Ø Core set of values 
- Values personal liberty, patriotism, freedom  

Ø Transformation of the self 
- Un-transformable changes 

Critiques: Holt (2004) argues that they are difficult to gather, but this is arguable 


